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Abstract. Dialogue systems are AI applications widely used in many
contexts requiring user interaction. However, unconstrained interaction
may lead to users communicating sensitive data. This raises concerns
about how these systems handle personal data, and about their compliance with relevant laws, regulations, and ethical principles. We propose
to integrate advanced natural language processing techniques in a dialogue system architecture based on computational argumentation, ensuring that user data are ethically managed and regulations are respected.
A preliminary experimental evaluation of our proposal over a COVID-19
vaccine information case study shows promising results.
Keywords: Dialogue systems · Sentence embeddings · Data Protection
· Expert systems · Chatbots · COVID-19.
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Introduction

The idea of an artificial agent capable of communicating with the user through
natural language has inspired researchers since the early days of artificial intelligence. The recent development in language technologies has nourished this
ambition further and now the full maturation of intelligent dialogue systems
does not seem a far dream any longer. Their adoption allows immediate support
to any user, making them incredibly valuable for companies and public administrations alike. In fact, they are being used by public administrations to help
citizens to request services,3 but also to provide updates and information on
pressing matters, such as COVID-19 [23].4
?
3
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The pervasive presence of information-providing chatbots and assistive dialogue systems in many delicate context raises the need for trustworthy AI
methods, which can guarantee citizens protection against possible misuses of
technology. We believe that trustworthiness demands transparency, explainability, correctness, and that it requires architectural choices that take data access
into account from the very beginning. In fact, chatbots should not only process
data through transparent and verifiable methods following appropriate regulations, but also provide explanations of their outputs in a manner adapted to the
intended (human) user. This is especially true in the public sector and when the
interaction among different legal entities is involved.
In our earlier work [11], we identified a combination of computational argumentation and language technology as a possible answer to some of these
challenges. We described an architecture for AI dialogue systems where user interaction is carried out in natural language, both for providing information to the
user and to answer user queries about the reasons leading to the system output
(explainability). We proposed to use computational argumentation techniques
to realize a transparent reasoning module with a rigorous, verifiable semantics
(transparency, auditability). We also underlined the importance of modularity
in the architecture’s design, to decouple the natural language interface, where
user data is processed, and the reasoning module, where expert knowledge is
used to generate outputs (privacy and data governance). In [11], we focused on
the computational argumentation module, describing how the system works to
compute answers.
The focus of this work, instead, is on the language module’s design and its
initial evaluation. The main idea is simple: to use sentence embeddings and a
similarity function to match user inputs with a set of natural language sentences
describing relevant facts. In order to evaluate whether this concept may work in
practice, we constructed a tiny dataset of sentences describing user information
in possible dialogues regarding COVID-19 vaccines. For example, we encoded
different ways users may express whether they suffer from drug allergies, or are
immunosuppressed. We run a preliminary experimentation to compare different
sentence embeddings and hyperparameters, obtaining encouraging results.
Our presentation starts by discussing related approaches (Section 2). Section 3 gives a high-level description of the system architecture, while we illustrate
the implementation in more detail in Section 4. In Section 5 we offer an initial
empirical evaluation of the language module, pointing to the feasibility of the
approach in real-world contexts. We conclude and address future developments
in Section 6.

2

Related Work

Our work is positioned at the intersection of two areas: computational argumentation and natural language understanding. While computational argumentation has had significant applications in the context of automated dialogues
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among software agents, its combination with systems able to interact in natural
language in socio-technical systems has been more recent [5].
Dialogue systems are typically divided between conversational agents, which
support open-domain dialogues, and task-oriented agents, which assist the user
in a specific task [7,8]. Our proposal falls in the second category. The task is
to obtain information on a specific topic. The advancement of deep learning
techniques and their successful application in many Natural Language Processing
tasks has lead researchers to investigate the use of neural architectures for endto-end dialogue systems [27,22]. However, these architectures have downsides
too. Their training phase usually has a heavy computational footprint, and it
requires the construction of large corpora for the specific use cases. Moreover,
they are often vulnerable to biases, privacy violations, adversarial attacks, and
safety concerns [1,10,14,21]. Finally, reuse and adaptation to a different domain
typically require building a new training corpus and a complete retrain. Given
our focus on user protection and our aim to develop a general, data-independent
approach, our system is modular (as opposed to end-to-end), and does not involve
any training phase. Since it only uses off-the-shelf tools, it can be applied to new
contexts without having to construct new training corpora.
The protection of users’ identity and personal information is usually addressed through redaction [34] or sanitization [4] methods. Such techniques are
usually built on large but domain-specific datasets [24,31]. Nonetheless, these
techniques are still far from guaranteeing zero-risk to the user [19], and often
focus only predefined categories of entities, ignoring elements that may play a
role in re-identifying the individual [20].
Our proposal is general-purpose and aims at maximizing user protection. The
main idea is that user information is neither shared nor stored in the application. Instead, it is replaced by a collection of general, “sanitized” information
elements that are pertinent to the case at hand. Our approach is akin to Information Retrieval-based chatbots, where dialogue agents retrieve their answer from
a knowledge base made of dialogues, treating the user’s sentences as queries. In
the same vein, Charras et al. [6] use sentence similarity to retrieve the desired answer from a knowledge base made of dialogues, while Chalaguine and Hunter [5]
retrieve an answer from a graph. Both work compare sentences through the cosine similarity between the TF-IDF representation of the sentences, but Charras
et al. explore also the use of doc-to-vec [18] representation. However, the design
of these approaches does not include a history of conversation, nor the possibility to retrieve multiple information elements within a single interaction. This
is a strong limitation in real-world scenarios, where information cannot be considered in isolation, but on the contrary, multiple pieces must be considered at
the same time, independently whether they have been communicated in a single
sentence or at different points in the dialogue. Another limitation of previous
approaches is their relying on lexical, instead of semantic similarity. Conversely,
we use sentence-level embeddings, which enables semantic similarity measures.
Moreover, we consider the possibility of retrieving multiple information in a
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Fig. 1. System architecture and example of interaction with the user. Natural language
sentences are represented as rectangles and indicated with S, while circles are used for
status and reply nodes (indicated respectively with N and R). We represent a case
where nodes and sentences refers to two concepts, A and B, and the user sentence
regards B. The information provided by the user is represented with the green color
and by diagonal stripes. It is easy to see that such information does not reach the
argumentation module.

single interaction, and to maintain a history of retrieved concept thanks to a
reasoning module based on argumentation.

3

System Architecture

Our architecture consists of two main modules: the language module and the
argumentation module. The former, which is the focus of this work, is responsible
for user interaction: it processes user input and generates answers, all in natural
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language. The latter, described in our previous work [11], receives the processed
information and reasons over it, so as to find the appropriate answer, according
to a knowledge base (KB) of the domain of interest. The KB is built by domain
experts and consists of an argumentation graph, having a node for each possible
relevant piece of information that could be communicated to the system by users,
called status nodes (that thus contain factual information about possible users
conditions/statuses), and a node for each possible answer, called reply nodes.
A set of natural language sentences is also associated with each status node.
In this way, we have a natural language representation of possible ways a user
would express what a node is meant to encode. These different representations
of facts could be produced by domain experts or crowd-sourced as proposed by
Chalaguine and Hunter [5].
The interaction with the user is represented in Figure 1 and it is structured
as follows:
1. The user inputs one or more sentences.
2. The language module compares each sentence with the KB sentences associated with status nodes, obtaining a set of “matched” sentences, corresponding to a set of “activated” status nodes. These nodes, collectively, represent
the specific use case described by the user.
3. The list of activated status nodes is sent to the argumentation module.
4. The argumentation module performs reasoning over the activated nodes,
resulting in an answer, or in the request for more information. Either way, a
node is selected and this selection is communicated to the language module.
5. The language module elaborates the output of the argumentation module
and produces a natural language reply to the user.
Since the sentence provided by the user may match multiple KB sentences,
multiple nodes may be activated in a single interaction. At the same time, the
system allows to provide information over multiple interaction, since the argumentation module stores the history of activated nodes in its “memory”.
We shall remark that such an architecture protects the privacy of its users
on two levels. First of all, the system ignores any information that does not
match a KB sentence. The KB is not user-specific: it only represents general
knowledge, in a user-independent way. Therefore, any information not strictly
relevant to the scenario is filtered out. Then, during step 3, the argumentation
module receives only the list of activated nodes, not the sentences as the user
has formulated it. The outcome of this procedure is similar to the one produced
by a “sanitization” process [4], since the all the relevant information are kept,
but in a form that is general and does not contain any information that may
lead to the identification of the user.
Our proposal is therefore suited with any scenarios where the language module is authorized and entrusted to manage the user’s data, but the argumentation
module is not. One of them is a client-server implementation, where the client
side includes the language module, while the argumentation module resides on
the server side. In this case, all the personal information of the user will remain on the client side, and only the sanitized version of them will reach the
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server. Another possibility would be a multi-agent system, where the two modules are managed by different organizations, e.g. a service provided jointly by a
government and by a private company.
Last but not least, the reasoning module is transparent, rigorous, and verifiable, allowing the users to request for more information regarding the provided
answer. More details about this process are discussed in Fazzinga et al. [11].

4

Language Module

One of the main objectives of our proposal is keeping the approach as general as
possible. While many scenarios may gain advantage from tailored NLP solutions,
their construction may be too costly, even impossible. We have therefore decided
to follow previous works [6,5] and to assess which KB sentences match the user’s
ones by computing the similarity between their embedded representation. But
instead of relying on simple syntactical representation, we propose to use stateof-the-art techniques, apt to capture the semantic content of the sentences.
In particular, we encode both the user sentences and the KB sentences using sentence embeddings. These are high-dimensional numerical representations
of textual sentences that can be computed using (pre-trained) neural architectures. Many embeddings have been proposed along the years [26,25], and modern
attention-based [13] sentence embeddings such as BERT [9] do not only model
the syntactic content and structure of a sentence, but also capture its meaning.
Ideally, if two sentences have a similar meaning, they will be mapped onto similar sentence embeddings. Sentence embeddings have been used successfully in a
variety of NLP tasks, including hard ones such as understanding negations and
speculations, and have shown to outperform traditional rule-based systems [30].
Among the many possible models, we have decided to focus on SentenceBERT models [28], which are specifically trained to perform well on tasks of
sentence similarity. While it is possible to train new models for specific domains
or tasks, many pre-trained models are already available and can be used as offthe-shelf tools without the need of creating a corpus, nor to perform a training
or fine-tuning steps.
The similarity between two embeddings can be computed using any similarity
function that operates on high-dimensional numerical vectors. We use the BrayCurtis similarity [2] since it has led to satisfactory results in related settings before [12], but other measures, such as cosine similarity [16], may be equally valid
options. A possible alternative to the use of sentence embeddings combined with
a similarity measure may be the use of neural architectures specifically trained
to perform this task, such as cross-encoders [28]. However, the computational
footprint of these techniques may be too heavy in most contexts, since they
require to encode and process any possible pair at any step of iteration.
Given a measure of similarity between two sentences, we transform it to
a Boolean value by applying a threshold, which is an hyper-parameter of the
architecture. In this way, we discriminate between the pairs of sentences that
are similar enough to be considered “a match”, and those that are not.
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Table 1. Sentences used in our case study and the status node they are associated
with.
Node ID
N1
N1
N1
N1
N1
N1
N2
N2
N2
N2
N3
N3
N3
N4
N4
N4
N4
N4
N4
N5
N5
N5
N5
N5
N5
N6
N6
N6
N6
N6
N6

5

Sent. ID
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S21
S22
S23
S24
S25
S26
S27
S28
S29
S30
S31

Sentence
I am celiac
I suffer from the celiac disease
I am afflicted with the celiac disease
I have the celiac disease
I recently found out to be celiac
I have suffered from celiac disease since birth
I do not have the celiac disease
I am not celiac
I do not suffer from the celiac disease
I am not afflicted with the celiac disease
I am not immunosuppressed
I do not suffer from immunosuppression
I am not afflicted with immunosuppression
I am immunosuppressed
I suffer from immunosuppression
I am afflicted with immunosuppression
I do suffer from immunosuppression
I indeed suffer from immunosuppression
I recently found out to be immunosuppressed
I do not have any drug allergy
I do not suffer from drug allergies
I do not suffer from any drug allergy
I am not afflicted with any drug allergy
I do not have medication allergies
I do not have any medication allergy
I have a drug allergy
I do have a drug allergy
I have a serious drug allergy
I suffer from drug allergy
I am afflicted with drug allergies
I suffer from medication allergies

Experimental Evaluation

To assess the effectiveness of our language module based on sentence embeddings
and similarity measures, we run a preliminary experimentation on a small-sized
dataset built around the use case of vaccines for COVID-19. We are especially
interested in evaluating our method on sentences with a similar syntactic structure, but different meaning (e.g., a sentence and its negation).
5.1

Setting

In the context of COVID-19 vaccines, our dialogue system helps the users to
understand whether or not, and eventually where (hospital or generic site), they
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can get vaccinated, depending on their health status. Our KB has been built
from the information published by the Italian Medicines Agency (AIFA) on
their website (https://www.aifa.gov.it/en/). For example, for people suffering of
diabetes, no special recommendation is given, so our system will tell users that
they can be vaccinated at any site (without the need of going to the hospital),
while in the case that they suffer from bronchial asthma, our system will tell
them to get vaccinated at the hospital. In this context, it is essential for our
system to perfectly understand users health conditions, so, in the following, we
focus on the matching phase between user sentences and the information stored
in KB.
We consider a case study with a KB made of only 6 status nodes, corresponding to the presence/absence of 3 particular medical conditions, i.e., celiac
disease, immunosuppression, and drug allergy. For each node, our KB contains
from 3 to 7 sentences that can be used to express the same concept (see Table 1).
Instead of using an additional set of sentences to simulate the user input,
we compare the KB sentences between each other and verify whether sentences
belonging to the same node do match. To evaluate our method quantitatively,
we treat it as a binary classification task on every possible pair of (different)
sentences. If the two sentences belong to the same status node, their pair is
considered a positive instance, otherwise it is considered negative.
In our experiment we compare different models of sentence embeddings and
different threshold criteria. For sentence embeddings we evaluate the following
Sentence-BERT [28] models:5
– stsb-mpnet: based on MPNet [33] and pre-trained for semantic similarity
on the STSbenchmark [3].
– paraphrase-mpnet: based on MPNet and pre-trained for paraphrase mining.
– paraphrase-TinyBERT-L6: based on TinyBERT [15] and pre-trained for
paraphrase mining.
– paraphrase-MiniLM-L3: based on MiniLM [35] and pre-trained for paraphrase mining.
– nq-distilbert: based on DistilBERT [32] and pre-trained for question answering on Googles Natural Questions dataset [17].
– paraphrase-multilingual-mpnet: multilingual extension [29] of the monolingual model. We have decided to include this model in the perspective of
future multi-lingual applications.
We also include TF-IDF representation as in Charras et al. [6], Chalaguine and
Hunter [5], using the entire set of sentences to create the vocabulary. As thresholds, we use three arbitrary values (0.75, 0.70, 0.65), plus two values based on the
distribution of the similarity scores: one is given by the average of the similarities
(mean), and the other one is given by the sum between the average similarity
and the standard deviation (mean+std).
For each combination of models and thresholds, we measure precision, recall,
and F1 score of the positive class (see Table 2). Precision is especially important:
5

All the implementations of the models are taken from http://www.sbert.net/.
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false positives can be seen as cases where the system “misunderstands” the input
of the user, and therefore precision can be seen as a measure of correctness. Recall
instead can be seen as a measure of the ability of the system to not “miss”
information communicated by the user. For the purposes of our system, poor
recall is a less serious problem than poor precision, since the argumentation
module proactively asks the user for missing bits of information that would
influence the final result. In our perspective, the priority must be to guarantee
the correctness of the final answer, even if this means that the system will, in
some cases, ask for information that the user has already submitted. For this
reason, we use precision as the main evaluation metric.

5.2

Results and Discussion

Our results clearly show that the stsb-mpnet and the paraphrase-mpnet models are the best ones, with the former achieving perfect precision with all the
fixed similary scores and the latter achieving equivalent or even better F1 scores
with every threshold. In particular, they both achieve an almost perfect result
(only one false positive, no false negatives) using the mean+std threshold. The
paraphrase-multilingual-mpnet model perform slightly worse than the monolingual version, providing encouraging results in the perspective of future multilingual applications. The TF-IDF model is the one that performs worse with all
the threshold values, in part probably due to the small size of the vocabulary.
Table 3 shows an example of matching using sentences from S1 to S19, which
are those related to the status nodes “Has celiac disease”, “Has not celiac disease”, “Is immunosuppressed”, “Is not immunosuppressed”. The matches are
computed by the stsb-mpnet and the paraphrase-mpnet models using a threshold value of 0.65. The former achieves perfect precision but not perfect recall,
and indeed we can see that it misses some matches, such as S8 and S10. The
latter reaches perfect recall but not precision, which indicates the presence of
false positives e.g. the pair S1 and S8. Some of these false positives might be
particularly dangerous in a real application since they mean that the system has
misunderstood a sentence for its negation, e.g. the sentence ”I am not celiac” as
”I am celiac”. The argumentation module would be able to detect such conflicts
and in future works we plan to include conflict resolution modules and procedures. A careful user experience design may also be able to mitigate the issue,
for instance by displaying relevant pieces of information interactively as they are
understood by the system.
These results are encouraging and motivate us to continue along this research
direction. Nonetheless, our research is still in its early stages and we are aware
that a proper and sound evaluation of the whole proposal would require to
include more nodes, a rigorous split between calibration and test sentences, and
should eventually be validated by human testers.
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Table 2. Experimental results of the embedding models and the threshold criterion
on the sentence matching task.
Embedding Model

stsb-mpnet

paraphrase-mpnet

paraphrase-TinyBERT-L6

paraphrase-MiniLM-L3

nq-distilbert

paraphrase-multilingual-mpnet

TF-IDF

6

Threshold

P

R

F1

mean
mean+std
0.75
0.70
0.65
mean
mean+std
0.75
0.70
0.65
mean
mean+std
0.75
0.70
0.65
mean
mean+std
0.75
0.70
0.65
mean
mean+std
0.75
0.70
0.65
mean
mean+std
0.75
0.70
0.65
mean
mean+std
0.75
0.70
0.65

0.33
0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.32
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.96
0.40
0.72
1.00
0.94
0.81
0.43
0.55
0.81
0.66
0.57
0.37
0.50
0.96
0.64
0.58
0.31
0.99
1.00
0.98
0.90
0.27
0.34
0.38
0.33
0.50

1.00
1.00
0.67
0.86
0.97
1.00
1.00
0.86
0.94
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.46
0.70
0.94
1.00
0.96
0.43
0.61
0.87
1.00
0.75
0.33
0.46
0.64
1.00
0.97
0.81
0.93
1.00
0.71
0.39
0.07
0.07
0.14

0.50
0.99
0.80
0.92
0.99
0.49
0.99
0.92
0.97
0.98
0.57
0.83
0.63
0.80
0.87
0.60
0.70
0.57
0.63
0.69
0.54
0.60
0.49
0.54
0.61
0.47
0.98
0.90
0.96
0.95
0.39
0.36
0.12
0.12
0.22

Conclusion

We proposed the integration of advanced sentence embeddings into a modular
dialogue system architecture based on argumentation, so as to support privacy
by design.
In particular, the language module is the only module that processes user
input, and its output to the argumentation module is devoid of any sensitive,
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Table 3. Matches computed by the models using the 0.65 threshold value on sentences
from S1 to S19. The + symbol indicates the correct matches. The • symbol indicates the
matches computed using the stsb-mpnet model. The ◦ symbol indicates the matches
computed using the paraphrase-mpnet model.
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15 S16 S17 S18 S19
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19

+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•

+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•

+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•

+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
◦

◦

+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•

+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•

◦

◦

+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•

+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦

+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•

+◦•
+◦
+◦•
+◦•
+◦• +◦• +◦
+◦• +◦• +◦•
+◦ +◦• +◦•
◦

◦

+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•

+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•

+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•

+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•

+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•

+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•
+◦•

personal, or irrelevant piece of information the user may have written. The output of this module can therefore be seen as the anonymized and sanitized version
of the user’s sentences. This makes the system amenable to distributed, multiparty implementations, where domain knowledge representation and reasoning
may be left to third parties, and the user interface completely decouples the
user input from the arguments used in the reasoning. We shall point out that
guaranteeing the anonymization of user data, may not only a desirable feature,
but even a legal requirement in some contexts, such as those regulated by EU’s
GDPR6 . Importantly, the architecture is general-purpose and does not require
domain-specific training or reference corpora.
The COVID-19 vaccines case study has given the context for a preliminary experimental evaluation. Our results indicate that the use of sentence embeddings
computed by pre-trained neural architectures greatly outperforms the TF-IDF
model used in other approaches, leading to precise matches. We also emphasized
the importance of precision and correctness over recall.
In future developments we aim at extending our experimental evaluation,
including human testers in the loop. We also want to investigate additional case
studies, potentially involving languages other than English. It would also be
6

See https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/reg/2016/679/oj.
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interesting to extend our architecture with techniques for the detection and the
resolution of conflicts, especially false positives, both in the reasoning module and
in the language module. Finally, we would like to provide the user the possibility
to directly correct matches. That could further improve the transparency of
our architecture and reduce the number of false positives. However, that would
require redesigning user interaction, which is now intentionally simple, possibly
making it more complicated and less intuitive.
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